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MEASURING TEXT-GRAPHIC ACTIVITY

Fred H. Laki n
Rehab!11tat' lon R&D Center, Palo Alto VA Medical Center
38Sl Mlranda Ave, Palo Alto, California, USA

ABSTRACT

SECTIONS

Inter~ace de.lgner, and p.ychologlsts need to be
able to formulate hypotheses about user activity In
graphic, Interfaces and then experimentally te,t
them.
The results of such experiments are both
Interesting In their own right AND can be used to
change the de.lgn of Interface. so as to better
support the graphiCS actiVity taking place.
In
order to do this, what Is needed Is a high level
representation for the activity of graphiCS
Int.erface use.
In terms of such a repres.e nt.at.lon:
1] hypotheses can be described, 2] Interface
act I v I ty c 'a n be measured t.o te.t the hypotheses, and
perhaps even 33 c 'hanges t.o the I nterface des Ign can
be spec I fled.
Th I s paper presents a s·tructura 1
model of writing and drawing which provides a metriC
for measuring such activity and Is designed to serve
the three purposes above.

I.

In the SAM model, the product of writing and drawing
Is simplified t.o 't.ext-graphlc objects', and the
activity of wrlt.lng and drawing becomes
'text.-graphlc manipulation'.
The text-graphic
objects have structure.
This st.ruct.ure arises
directly from an attempt to account for the manual
manlpulat.lons observed In non-computer Image
product.lon such as occurs on blackboards. According
to the model, the needs of manual manipulation
determine the text-graphic pat.tern as the simplest
organ I z I ng struct.ure for Images.
SAM st.·a nds for
Structure-Arlses-out.-of-Manlpulatlon.
Included In
the SAM model Is a notation for the structure of
text-graphic objects .
This notation allows high
level descrlpt.lon of blackboard t.ype Image activity.
A graphiC structure edlt.or based on the SAM model
has been defined.
The editor was Implemented In
PAM, a language which generalizes LISP to handle
text-graphic object.s (PAM stands for PAttern
Manipulation).
The model-based editor has been used t.o provide
measurement of and Interactive assistance for
text-graphic manipulation.
The simplest measurement
Is simply a chronological record of each successive
manipulation and Image st.ate. The lowest level
assistance Is structure based agility aids.
Next.,
direct user manipulation of st.ructure Is
facilitated.
And at. higher levels. the editor Is a
tool for exploring the rules used by humans to
collect elementary visual objects Into conceptual
groups.
Ex amples of such groupings discovered by
analys i s of user editor actlvlt.y are presented In
the paper .
I mplementat i ons have been done In MACLISP, Smallt.alk
and Franz LISP.
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I. PROBLEM DEFINITION: MEASURE

~RITING

AND

DRA~ING

ACTIVITY
The goal here Is to measure 'wrlt.lng and drawing
actlvlt.y'.
In order t.o define this goal more
precisely, an Instance of such act.lvlty will be
selected and examined.
Blackboard Actlvty Is Protot.yplcal Of

~rltlng

And

DraWing
Human beings often write and draw to facilitate
cognitive tasks.
If they do not use a specific
visual language (VLSI symbology, flowcharts,
drafting, etc) then they are doing general purpose
wr i ting and drawing.
Blac k boards are often used In
this way.
The phrase ' blackboard activity ' will be
used to describe the live, spontaneous Imaglng that
takes place on blackboards In meeting rooms and
classrooms.
Such Images are 'colloquial ' or
' natural'; they are general purpose as opposed to
the visual jargon of formal visual languages li ke
th ose handled by CAD/CAM or VLSI s y stems .
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Large wall displays created by groups provide a
rich area for measurement of writing and drawing:
1] The desire to communicate about the task
encourages the group to fully display
task-related cognition on the external display.
2] The agility requirements are a good test ot
representation.
3] Blackboard activity uses specific visual
languages as components.
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terms.
FIgure 2 show. a few ·dlagra •• t·ng ·
and objects for fIgure 1.
TI_ to createl
a"prox 23 IIln

In order to keep track of comp·lex topics. working
groups find that a display can function as an
' externa 1 group melllory' [Ba 1171] . The operator IIIUst
make sure that all significant aspects of the·
group's task-rela.ted cognItion are represented on
the external display.
This completeness serves the
group's members who are working together (and also,
of course. researchers using records of the dIsplay
as corpus or protocol).

5. second.

Any of the popular visual symbol systems CAN be
called Into play during blackboard activity.
Consider figure 1, which has text paragraphs,
vertical lists. arrows. cartoons. Venn diagrams,
freehand machine drawIngs. etc. A measurIng system
must have the generality to take Into account these
various dialects of Imaglng.

7.

~1_.

Object:
ant I re Ima.g e

second.

An Example Of Blackboard ActIvity
2 aln 3• • econd.

'~:~(--~

To clarify this problem domain (le to provisionally
Indicate that which Is to be measured). we need a
specl~lc example of writing and drawing.
Figure 1
shows a group having a dlsc .usslon, and being aided
In theIr thinking by a wall dIsplay whIch reflects
their thoughts.
In this case the dIsplay Is not a
blackboard but a large piece of paper because It
supports crisper Image. and photographs more
clearly.
The blackboard actIvity which generated
the final frame In figure 1 will be taken as
typical for thIs applicatIon domaIn.
The Image In
figure 1 took approximately 23 minutes to create
usIng dry markers and newsp~lnt.

"Cccrw-diNtt ..

FIgure 2.

Figure 1.

'Blackboard actIvIty' on a paper display

Chunklng The Objects In Blackboard ActIvity
A method was needed to study the pheonemon of
nonspecIfic writing and drawing as It was practlced
'I n the fIeld' on existing eqU i pment.
Th.e approach
used was to take time-lapse photographs of the
development of the display In figure 1. The
chronology revealed the manipulable units for the
operator , and may reflect conceptual groupIng as
well.
ThIs study was useful for putting both
agility and the nature of objects In more concrete

Objects and t l _ . fTOll blac·kboard ac:tlvty

This study show. that MeaSUreMent of writing and
draWing must deal with the the structure. that the
human use. In .eelng and under'llltandlng the display.
Tho.e structures are much more complex tnan
rectangular bIt patches, they are ref·lecud In the
kind of VIsual ob·jects lIsted In fIgure 2. At
Its slmple.t, blackboard actIvIty Is concerned wIth
groups and sub-groups of objects whIch maintain
theIr Identity when overlapping one another.
'LIttle ones fIrst' (the text label a .t the tIp of
the bIg hollow arrow In the 7. second obje.c t) Is an
object whIch goes wIth the arrow.
It can overlap It
or not.; It's I dent I ty rema Ins constant.
I nt.e 11 I gent
assIstance of blackboard activIty wIll o·nly cOllie
wIth an Interface whose 'knowledge' of objects on
the dls.play corresponds .... Ith t.he user's knowledge.
The Pur·pose of Measuring WrItIng and DrawIng
To further clarIfy t .he purpo.se of the. measurIng
proposed here. a comparIson wIth text Is
approprIate.
The 'rules' and ' unIts ' for
generalIzed text edItIng are well enough unders.t ood
that the same edItor can be used for many dIfferent
kInds of text manipulatIon.
This Is a vIctory for
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the representation used, which provides an easy and
unappreciated way to measure 'text activity'. We
don ' t have character string editors -- we have
' text ' editors, where 'text' Implies words,
sentences and paragraphs as organizing
super-structures for characters.
Due to the power
of this underlying representation, text editors have
some general features which are good for virtually
all domains -- letters, poems, programs , forms,
etc .
The po I nt of the next se'c t Ion I s to attempt a
model of writing and drawing which can s,upply the
same representational power as the Idea of 'text'
does for generalized text editors.

text·graphic
display

~:
~
raEo!t't

\

human

11.

PROBLEM SOLUTION: A MODEL OF TEXT-GRAPHIC
MAtHPULATION
objector
attention

A model Is proposed which provides a frame of
reference for defining and measuring writing and
drawing activity.
The SAM Model: Structure Arises Out Of Manipulation
In the SAM model, the product of writing and drawing
Is simplified to ' text-graphiC objects ' , and the
activity of general purpose writing and drawing
becomes ' nonspecific text-graphic manipulation'.
The text-graphic objects have structure.
This
structure arises directly from an attempt to ' a~count
for the manual manipulations observed In figure 1
(descr i bed above) . According to the model, the
needs of m'a nual manipulation determine the
text-graphic pattern as the simplest organizing
structure for Images.
SAM stands for
Structure-Arlses-out-of-Manlpulatlon.
Given an object of attention In a context, and
select i ve manipulation, structure follows by
necessity .
To be able to point at one object and
command It to move In relation to the other ~bjects
on the screen Implies a part/rest distinction
understood by both human and computer .
Structure Is
the visual rule used In SAM for making part/rest
dist i nctions.
Nothing li ke selective manipulation
can even take place without structure: the
capability to have visual atoms and groups
( patterns), and to selectively manipulate them Is
essentially a structural phenomenon.
The SAM model: the human uses the hand controls to
manipulate his object of attent i on on the
t ext-graphiC display.

Figure 3.

SAM model of text-graphic manIpulation

Everything on the dl~play In fIgure 3 Is a
text-graphIc object. And exactly what Is an
object? F Igure ~ shO'tts the 10g 'Ic of manIpulable
objects In the SAM model.
Text-graphiC Integra.tlon
Is Important to the model; a single structure
underlies both text and graphIcs.
Note the three
levels of atoms (ato .. lc objects are all called lInes
In SAM):
drawllnes, characters, and textllne ••
Although this will seem IllogIcal to so..eone
programming a vector graphIcs display, It makes
sense from a user ' s ordinary orientatIon In which a
line of text and a drawn line are both Indivisible
A te)(t.graphlc object is either a line or a pattern.

A line is a drawline or a charaaer or a teXtline.
A drawline is a line drawn through none or more locations.

A character is one or more draw lines.

L

This model Is schematlcally Illustrated In figure
3.
The figure shows a top level representation
o f a human manipulat i ng text-graphiC objects. The
' ob j ect of attention' I s I ndicated by being darker
and thicker In the Illustration.

T

K

A te)(tline is one or more characters.

GEORGE

Consequences Of The Sam Model
A pattern is a group of none or more lines andlor patterns.

To brief l y summarize the consequences of the model
figure 3 :

I,

In

* Focus of attention· object of attention
• Context of attention· text-graphic display
* Structure· tree structure for all ob j ects
* History of user ' s manipulations·
al chronological record of 'moves' (control
movements)
bl chronological record of 'snapshots' of successive
s tates of t he object of attention
cl chrono l ogical record of ' snapshots ' of succes~lv.
states of the te x t - graphic display
dl ch rono logica l r ecord of the grouping structures
for s uccess i ve sta tes of the te xt-graphiC d i splay
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Figure 4.
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atomic objects for manipulation. Central to the
model 15 the tree notation for the structure of
objects. This Is Important, as the units for
text-graphic activity will be the basis for
measuring It (even as characters, words, sentences
and paragraphs provide manipulative structures which
go across many different text manipUlation
activities).
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Ill: APPLICATION: MEASURING TEXT-GRAPHIC
MAN I PULATI ON
In order t.o facilitate measurement of text-graphiC
manipulation, a graphic structure editor has been
built which records the dynamics of user Image
act.lvlty as defined by the SAH model.

Grouping Structures for the Blackboard Image
Embodiment Of The Model: handPAM, A Graphics Editor
The tree notat.lon from figure 4 can now ,be used
to diagram for measu'r 'e ment. st.ruct.ures In t.he
text.-graphlc objects produced by writing and
drawtng. For example, figure 5 shows a logical
structure for the natural blackboard lmage from
figure 1. Here we c'a n readily see the kind of
objects that humans think about and want to
manipulate. The 7 top-level members are all
themselves patterns; and 2 of those member patt.ern's
are qult.e ~omplex (each nested t.o a level of 5).

Now let. us consider handPAM (for hand PAttern
Man I pu!at 1o'n) as an embod 1ment of t.he SAM model
[LaklnBSa, LaklnBSc, LaklnBll.
It ts a manual
Instrument based on the simple visual logic from t 'he
model.
In handPAM the user's object of attention
has become the OBJATN, a global variable.
' Driving
attention around t.he display' 15 simply
tnteractlvely changing t.he binding of that variable
using t.he handPAM controls. And the context. of hts
attention has become BIGPAT, the largest. pattern
contatnlng eve~y object on the display.
In this context handPAM offers DRAWING to create
graphic objects, TEXTING to create text objects,
spatial GRABBING of objects tnto attention, tree
guided att.entlon shlfters like FIRST. REST, NEXT.
and UP. and spatial & tree manlpulattons of any
object In attention.
handPAM tmplementatlon: The text-graphiC edlt.or
monlt.ors the movements of t.he keyset, keyset. and
mouse. and uses then as commands t.o manipulate the
OBJATN tn BIGPAT.
handPAM Is not unlike an piano (with Its not.es,
octaves. keys and scales) In that there Is a
structure to the visual objects handPAM manlpulat.es,
a structure which both enables that manipulation and
ts inherent to the objects manipulated (figure
4). This system Is a combination of two popular
approaches for representing diagrams: It uses a
linked list struct.ure, and yet the object.s thus
linked are so literally visual that. geometriC
calculations can be easily done on t.hem as they
stand (In fact., the display processor uses the
representat.lon t.o paint the screen). handPAM Is
actually a generaltzatlon of Warren Teltelman's
InterLISP editor to text-graphtc patterns on a
stat.lc display (Teltelman credtts Peter Deutsch for
the orlgtnal tdea of a structure editor,
[Teltelman7Bl). The Implementation used to produce
the tmages In figures 6 and 8 was done In
Smalltalk-76 at Xerox PARC [LaklnBSbl.
Image Example: The Project Dtagram

Figure 5.

Tree notation showing structure for
blackboard activity In figure 1

Ftgure 6 shows an tmage created using handPAM.
The agtltty of handPAM ts adequate for blackboard
actlvtt.y; figure 6 only took 17 and one half
mtnutes to create. The figure 15 a project
diagram" ... for what was at the ttme a proposed
project" CHendersonB21.
What emerges from study of such examples of handPAM
usage ts that structure offers a shared framework of
orientation with respect to purposeful mantpulatton
of the Image. This framework 15 of enormous help to
handPAM in knowing what the user means when she
signals "DRAG THAT HEREt". Structure supports
agllty because It offers humans a way of getting
their hands on the image.
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To take full advantage of these structures, we must
measure them.
MeasurIng Involves: fIrst, recording
the structural dynamIcs of a user sessIon; and
second, attempting to determine which of those
dynamics reflect the cognitive groupIngs of the
user.
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The 'Project

Dlag~am'

The handPAM environment facilitates this task in a
semi-Procrustrean fashion (figure 7).
Since
the human needs an artifact to manipulate text and
graphics anyway, why not supply one which makes for
easier measuring of the use of the artifact? The
paramount task in measurement is to define the units
of text-graphiC activty -- the temporal and
spatio-visual chunks which are meaningful to the
user . A recording of the user s ession in these
units is a history. A history of a user session can
be helpful to both the user and researchers.
For
the user, it provides an InterLISP style history of
events; for researchers, a corpus of visual
linguistic activity for analysis.
This ' chunkwise' history list provIdes cognitive
psychologists with a tool for explorIng the role of
graphics and external memory in problem solving. As
sma 11 ins i ghts a re garnered toward th is end, then
they can be applied to improving the system's
representation of what the user is up to, and
supplying a'ssistance based on this knowledge.
structuring and manipulating text-graphic objects
Text-Graphic Instrument
/
/
/

structure

FIgu~e
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c~eated

user
entree
on handPAM

->

LISP to VIsual Objects

Figure 7.

handPAM 15 one aspect of the complete PAM system;
the other aspect Is wrlttenPAM. the programming
language used to Implement handPAM . wrlttenPAM Is
as a general I zation of LISP from textual symbolIc
expressIons to text-9raphlc forms (objects).
The
whole PAM system Is desIgned for the manIpulatIon of
text-graphIc patterns -- fIrst manually, and then,
later, programmatically.
In wrlttenPAM, as In LISP,
programmatIc process i ng power Is based u,pon
provIding atomIc objects, ways of structuring them
Into complex ob j ects, and equalIty tests for both
atomic and complex objects.
Th I s leads eventually
to 'computIng wIth text-graphIc forms ' CLaklnaSc].
It also means that processIng power Is available for
doing analysIs of dIagrams as text-graphIc objects
( and dIagrammIng as text-graphiC manIpulation) .
Such processIng wIll be necessary when wr I tIng
programs whIch automatically measure text-graphIc
actIvIty .
Measurement In The

h~ndPAM

Environment

FIrst I t seemed that struct u re merely offered humans
a way of gettIng their hands on the I mage.
But now
It turns out that In thus gettIng theIr h ands on the
Image, they leave ' t rac k s ' .
GIven sufficIent
structural agI l Ity, users wIll create groupIngs
wh erever they need them .
The structure left behInd
reflects theIr grapplIng w Ith the Image to
manIpulate It for theIr cognIt i ve purposes.
Indeed,
the stru cture offers a shared framework of
orientat I on ( for user and handPAM) precisely because
It has bee n for med through purposeful manIpulatIon
of the I mage.

\
\

/

Performing

immediate hand tool
Gene~allzlng

\
\

Recording
measurement

& analysts

A medium for graphic activity that
measures

Measuring Structures In The

'P~oject

Diagram '

Activity
Figu~e a shows the tree structure which resulted
from the spontaneous structural manipulat i ons of the
user.
This is an example of structural agIlIty; the
groupings were created 'on the fly ' , part and pa~cel
wIth the rest of the image.
The 17 and o ne half
minutes creatIon tIme includes a l l structural
manIpu la tIons.
The structure in fIgure a
consists of 27 top level members of BIGPAT, s ome of
which are themselves patterns .

Let's take another look at how figure 8 shows
the manipulative structures for the ' Pro ject
Diagram ' i n figure 6.
Note that the tree notation
g I ves a c lear display of the development chronology
of the display: the first object c r eated is poInted
to by the fIrst branch at the upper l eft, and the
l as t o bject Is poInted to by the last branch at t he
upper right (the ground-sIgn Indic ates the tail of
the pattern).
LIkewise the sub-groupIngs in the
Image are d enoted by su b-branches .
The im age ha s 27
top lev el members, 8 of whIch are themselves
patterns.
1 of t he the se patterns I s comple x,
havIng 2 members whIch a re simple patterns .
Each
pattern was a manIpul ative un It for the user dur I n g
the screen lIfetIme of the I mage.
Most of the
groupIngs ma k e manIpulat Ive AND conceptual sense,
wi t h perhaps the e xceptIon of the ob j ~cts suroundlng
the h ollow a rrow .
It 15 not cl ear why all those
o b ject s -- th e 4 circles with names In th em. the
arrow Itself . the list I nsI d e It, the s t eer I ng wheel
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Figure 9.

to
Figure lB.

Figure 8.

Manipulative struc~res for the 'Project
Diagram'

on top of the arrow, and the '~lame' with Its
message -- were not collected Into a hlgh'e r
pattern.
The explanation Is that the user never had
to move those objects and thus never collected them
for manipulative purposes.
By careful measurement of assl 'sted displays, we may
get a handle on notions like what a 'visual
sentence' Is.
The user contributed groupings In
figure 8 are the first step.
For Instance,
perhaps eaeh top-level object can be conSidered a
complete 'visual paragraph'.
Some of the
'paragraphs ' have only one member -- a 'visual
sentence' -- while others have more than one.
Dynamics Of Image And Structure
Thus far the discussion of measurement has been
confined to Image and grouping structure analYSIS
of single. frozen frames (figures 5. 81.
But using the visual computational power of the
handPAM enVironment, dynamic records can be kept of
the user's activity, showing the evolution of
Images over time.
Figures 9 and 1B diagram the general schema for a
'dynamic visual corpus'.
Figure 9 shows successive
frames recording entire Image appearance, OBJATN,
and cursor pOSition (ED) over time.
Figure 1S shows
the concurrent grouping structures over time for the
same Image sequence .

Image dynamiCS over time f 'acllltate
measurement .••

tn
'"
taken together With structural
dynamics

Taken together. flgu'res 9 and IB provide a high
1eve 1, 'chunkwlse' h'l story 11 s't. of the user's Image
transactions.
In general, this record becomes a
tool for cognitive psychologists to use In exploring
the role of graphics and external memory In problem
solVing.
To define that role explicitly In terms of
structured Image manipulation Is to begin to build.
system's representation of manipulation for the
purpose of graphic communication.
Su,ch a
representation could later provide a base for
Intelligent assistance of that activity Clakln83aJ.
CONCLUSION
Text-graphic manipulation provides a rich linguistic
phenomenon for research, with measurement of this
activity the first step toward understanding It.
In
particular, when writing and drawing Is used by
groups during problem solving, the representation of
the group's task related cognition Is both synoptic
and explicit. Group display offers a good
opportunity to study Intelligence as text-graphic
manipulation In constrast to text-only symbol
manipulation.
Unlike speech, text-graphic manipulation must be
mediated by an artifact. so It might as well be one
wh Ich records and measures.
The handPAH env I ronme'nt
provides grouping operators which allow ~sers to
structure Images for manipulation. and the
structures left behind reflect their grappling with
the Images to manipulate them for cognlttve
purposes.
The current application of the PAH syste~ ; ~ tn
exploring the role of graphics tn the problem
solvtng and communication of the cognltlvely
disabled.
As Inslghts are garnered toward this end.
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they will then be applied to Improving the system's
representation of the user ' s objectives, and to
supply i ng assistance based on this knowledge.
Assistance will be both of a direct nature (help the
user manipulate Images) and of a remedial nature
( monitor user performance and construct training
regimes based on progress) . The long term goal of
this work Is the creat i on of practical cognitive
prosthetlcs [Lakln83a,83bl .
NOTES ON THE ILLUSTRATIONS
Figure 4 was constructed In the experimental handPAH
environment at SAIL. Figures 6 and 8 are screen
Images from the Implementation at Xerox PARCo
Figures 3 and 4 are copyrighted by the Association
for Comput I ng Mach I nery, I nc. . 198.0' and repr I nted by
permission (appearing In ILakln8.0'al). Figures 9 and
1.0' are copyrighted by the IEEE. 1983 and reprinted
by permission (appearing In [Lakln83al).
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